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Abstract12

Geneflow across populations is a critical determinant of population genetic struc-13

ture, divergence and local adaptation. While evolutionary theory typically envisions14

geneflow as a continuous connection among populations, many processes make it15

fluctuating and intermittent. We analyze a mainland-island model in which migra-16

tion occurs as recurrent “pulses”. We derive mathematical predictions regarding how17

the level of migration pulsedness affects the effective migration rate, for neutral and18

selected mainland alleles. We find that migration pulsedness can either decrease19

or increase geneflow, depending on the selection regime. Migration increases gene-20

flow for sufficiently (counter)selected alleles (s < s1), but reduces it otherwise. We21

provide a mathematical approximation of the threshold selection s1, which is veri-22

fied in stochastic simulations. Migration pulsedness thus affects the fixation rate at23

different loci in opposite ways, in a way that cannot be described as a change in24

effective population size. We show that migration pulsedness would generally reduce25

the level of local adaptation, and introduce an additional genetic load: the "pulsed-26

ness load". Our results indicate that migration pulsedness can be detrimental to27

the adaptation and persistence of small peripheral populations, with implications in28

management and conservation. Our results highlight temporally variable migration29

as an important process for evolutionary and population genetics.30

Keywords: temporally variable migration, effective migration rate, geneflow, mi-31

gration load, selection32
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Introduction33

Geneflow between populations, as a major determinant of evolutionary dynamics,34

has received considerable interest since almost a century. Depending on its intensity35

and interactions with other evolutionary forces, geneflow has a range of contrasting36

effects (e.g. Felsenstein, 1976; Lenormand, 2002; Bürger, 2014; Tigano & Friesen,37

2016). In a focal population, it can enhance genetic diversity, prevent inbreeding, or38

on the contrary hamper local adaptation (Gomulkiewicz et al., 1999; Garant et al.,39

2007; Bürger & Akerman, 2011). Across populations, it controls the spatial spread40

of novel mutations, the maintenance of polymorphisms, the level of population di-41

vergence and, eventually, the possibility of speciation (e.g. Maynard-Smith, 1966;42

Johnson et al., 2000; Yeaman & Otto, 2011; Mailund et al., 2012; Rousset, 2013;43

Feder et al., 2019).44

The consequences of geneflow have been studied in a range of spatial config-45

urations, such as two interconnected populations (Maynard-Smith, 1966; Yeaman46

& Otto, 2011), mainland-island systems (Johnson et al., 2000; Bürger & Akerman,47

2011) or metapopulations (Slatkin, 1981; Rousset, 2013; Feder et al., 2019). How-48

ever, temporal variability in the flows of propagules is rarely investigated in theor-49

etical studies, and those usually consider the process of migration (here used in the50

sense of dispersal) as constant. This is unfortunate, as migration is often governed51

by time-fluctuating and potentially highly unsteady phenomena that would make it52

temporally variable (Peniston et al., 2019).53

Causes of temporal variability in migration rate are almost endless. Among the54

most frequently cited phenomena, a first category relates to environmental vari-55

ations. Geographical barriers can change depending on land bridges (Morris-Pocock56

et al., 2016; Keyse et al., 2018), sea levels fluctuations (Hewitt, 2000) or habitat57

fragmentation (Peacock & Smith, 1997). Dispersal can also be affected by variation58

in oceanic and atmospheric currents (Renner, 2004; White et al., 2010; Smith et al.,59

2018; Benestan et al., 2021; see also Catalano et al., 2020 for a recent attempt to60

quantify dispersal variability). Last, but not least, dispersal is also affected by ex-61

treme meteorological or climatic events such as floods and storms (Reed et al., 1988;62

Boedeltje et al., 2004) that can cause rafting events (Garden et al., 2014; Carlton63

et al., 2017). These extreme phenomena are bound to become more prevalent with64

climate change (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2018). A second category includes vari-65

ations caused by species life-history traits, such as mast seeding, ballooning (Bishop,66

1990) or various forms of group or clump dispersal (Soubeyrand et al., 2015). And67

finally, a third category encompasses variation related to dispersal by animal vectors68

(Yamazaki et al., 2016; Martin & Turner, 2018) or human activities (through bal-69

last waters for instance, see Carlton & Cohen, 2003). All three categories are known70

to result in variable dispersal rates, in the form of random fluctuations (Yamazaki71

et al., 2016), intermittent flows (Hewitt, 2000; Keyse et al., 2018) or episodic bursts72

of migration (Peacock & Smith, 1997; Reed et al., 1988; Carlton & Cohen, 2003;73

Reiners & Driese, 2004; Morris-Pocock et al., 2016). The latter form is particularly74

common and is often referred to as “pulsed migration” (Boedeltje et al., 2004; Boba-75

dilla & Santelices, 2005; Folinsbee & Brooks, 2007; Smith et al., 2018; Martin &76

Turner, 2018).77
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The relatively few existing theoretical studies suggest that migration variabil-78

ity can have important population genetics and adaptive implications. Nagylaki79

(1979), Latter & Sved (1981) and Whitlock (1992) have all used discrete-time is-80

land models and considered neutral genetic variation only (infinite alleles model).81

All three concur in predicting that temporal variability in migration rates should82

decrease effective geneflow, and thus increase differentiation among populations (see83

also Rousset, 2013). In a two-population model, Yamaguchi & Iwasa (2013), and84

following papers, studied the fixation of incompatible mutations and the progress to85

allopatric speciation, and found that speciation occurred faster with variable migra-86

tion. Some studies have investigated non-neutral cases in spatially heterogeneous87

environments, in particular in the context of source-sink population systems. Gag-88

giotti & Smouse (1996) found that spacing out migration events, while keeping the89

mean number of migrants constant, decreases the level of genetic variation in the90

sink population. Rice & Papadopoulos (2009) studied a mainland-island model and91

suggested that neglecting migration stochasticity would generally lead to overestim-92

ating the impacts of migration on adaptation. More recently, Peniston et al. (2019)93

extended the results of Gaggiotti & Smouse (1996), investigating the impact of tem-94

porally pulsed migration on the level of local adaptation in the sink population.95

They found that spacing out migration events (with a constant mean number of96

migrants) can either hamper or facilitate adaptation in a harsh sink environment,97

depending on genetic scenarios. In a different context, Matias et al. (2013) studied98

specific diversity in a metacommunity model, and found that with randomly fluc-99

tuating migration rates, larger mean dispersal values were needed to produce the100

same local species richness. Overall, these studies seemingly converge on a negative101

impact of dispersal variability on effective migration rate. However they remain few102

and limited in their scope. Most of them underline the need for more attention103

being given to the consequences of migration variability (Peniston et al., 2019).104

The present study aims at providing a more comprehensive appraisal of the con-105

sequences of temporal variability in migration, considering both neutral, beneficial106

and deleterious alleles, under various forms of selection and levels of dominance.107

We will consider a mainland-island system where a small island population receives108

migrants from a large mainland population (Wright, 1931; Felsenstein, 1976; Bürger,109

2014). In the island population, we will model the dynamics of allele frequencies110

in continuous time, at one locus, in diploid individuals. We will focus on the case111

of “pulsed” migration patterns, i.e. geneflow from the mainland occurs as bursts of112

migration of variable size and frequency (e.g. Rice & Papadopoulos, 2009; Peniston113

et al., 2019). We explore the range of migration “pulsedness” from continuous migra-114

tion (independent migration of individuals) to very pulsed migration (rare migration115

of groups of individuals).116

Mathematical predictions for how the level of migration pulsedness should affect117

the effective migration rate are derived under a low-migration limit. These predic-118

tions are validated in stochastic simulations with large migration rates and logistic119

population dynamics on the island. We show that for neutral alleles, migration120

pulsedness reduces the effective migration rate, thus decreasing the rate of allele121

fixation, which is an accordance with earlier theoretical results. However, under122

general scenarios of selection, this conclusion can change quantitatively, and even123
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reverse. We find that if the selection coefficient falls below some negative threshold124

value s1, of which we provide an analytical expression, the qualitative impact of mi-125

gration pulsedness switches to positive, so that the effective migration rate increases126

for those deleterious alleles. Moreover, for sufficiently recessive deleterious alleles,127

migration pulsedness may have a non monotonous effect on the effective migration128

rate. The interplay of selection, dominance and drift is thus found to play an es-129

sential role in determining the impact of migration variability on effective migration130

rate.131

Our results show that the effect of migration pulsedness is not uniform across132

loci subject to different selection regimes and dominance levels. Over an entire133

genome, migration pulsedness effectively homogenizes the fixation rates across loci,134

in a way that cannot be simply described as a change in effective population size.135

This has consequences for the dynamics of mean fitness and local adaptation, by136

creating an additional migration load that we call the “pulsedness load". Overall,137

our results highlight migration variability as an important property to be taken into138

account when studying geneflow and local adaptation. Specifically, pulsed migration139

patterns could overall be detrimental to the local adaptation and persistence of small140

peripheral populations.141

Methods142

Mainland-island model143

A large mainland population is connected to a small island population of finite144

size N , and migrant individuals flow from the former into the latter. We consider145

arbitrary loci at which some allele A is fixed in the mainland whereas a different146

allele a was initially fixed in the island population (fig. 1). Individuals are diploid147

(there are 2N genes at any locus) and mate randomly within the island population.148

The three diploid genotypes AA, Aa and aa have fitness values 1 + s, 1 + hs and149

1, with h the degree of dominance and s the selection coefficient, as usually defined150

(Thurman & Barrett, 2016). Results directly extend to haploids if one considers151

genic selection (h = 0.5) and takes the number of genes to be N . For simplicity,152

mutation is neglected. The evolution of allele frequencies in the island population153

is modelled in continuous time (overlapping generations, Moran, 1962).154

Modelling of pulsed migration155

Migration occurs as discrete migration events (pulses of migrants) corresponding to156

the arrival of n individuals into the island population (see Yamaguchi & Iwasa, 2013,157

for a similar description of migration). The overall intensity of migration is controlled158

by the migration rate m, the mean number of migrants per unit of time. To keep this159

mean number of migrants constant, we impose that the more individuals arrive per160

migration event (the larger n), the less frequent migration events are (Peniston et al.,161

2019). Specifically, the rate at which migration events occur is taken to be m/n. If162

n = 1, individuals migrate independently, corresponding to the classical continuous163

form of migration. When n exceeds one, migrants arrive more sporadically, but in164
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Fig. 1 Number of migrants as a function of time in the continuous case (n = 1,
independent migration of individuals) and in a pulsed migration case (n = 15). The
left panel averages the number of migrants over one generation. The right panel
is a close-up over 5 generations, showing the arrival of individual migrants at each
migration event. Illustrative parameters: m = 10, T = 1.

larger packs. We will thus increase n to make migration more and more pulsed, and165

evaluate how this affects predictions compared to continuous migration (n = 1).166

Parameter n controls the degree of migration pulsedness. More precisely, the167

number of migration events that occur in one generation time (T ) follows a Poisson168

distribution with mean mT/n. Therefore mT/n migration events occur on aver-169

age, with a variance equal to mT/n. It follows that the variance in the number of170

migrants (n×mT/n) per generation is n2mT/n = nmT . Parameter n thus quanti-171

fies the degree of overdispersion (variance inflation) in the number of migrants per172

generation, relative to the continuous case. Migration events can range from very173

frequent and of small intensity, with minimal temporal variance in the number of174

migrants per generation (low n), to more infrequent and intense, with large temporal175

variance (large n; Fig. 1).176

Metrics of interest177

In such a mainland-island model, fixation of mainland alleles in the island eventu-178

ally occurs with probability one, but we are interested in how long fixation takes,179

depending on the pulsedness level n. In other words, we seek to understand whether180

migration pulsedness, all else equal, is favorable or unfavorable to geneflow. We181

want to know this for mainland alleles with different selective values (h and s), and182

across different population sizes (N). To compare pulsed migration with continuous183
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migration, we will compute the effective migration rate me, defined as the migration184

rate that would be required to produce the same time to allele fixation, all else equal,185

under continuous migration (i.e. with n = 1). This definition is a variant of oth-186

ers (Wang & Whitlock, 2003; Kobayashi et al., 2008; Rice & Papadopoulos, 2009),187

adapted to the study of migration pulsedness. The value of me is by definition m188

when n = 1, and can deviate from m for larger n: if me > m, migration pulsedness189

promotes geneflow, whereas if me < m, it reduces geneflow. Following Kobayashi190

et al. (2008), we will further compute the geneflow factor, me/m: if the geneflow191

factor is greater than one, migration mulsedness promotes geneflow, whereas if it is192

less than one, it reduces geneflow.193

Note that all comparisons are done for a given locus with a given selective regime,194

not across different selective regimes. Obviously, beneficial alleles go to fixation195

faster than neutral or maladaptive ones, for any kind of migration. Hence our196

effective migration rate and geneflow factor are not "relative to a neutral allele", as197

sometimes used, but rather "relative to continuous migration, for an identical allele"198

(Kobayashi et al., 2008).199

Stochastic simulations200

We simulated the island population as a continuous time birth-death-immigration201

process, using a Gillespie algorithm. The population dynamics of the island popula-202

tion followed a stochastic logistic model with carrying capacity K (Goel & Richter-203

Dyn, 1974). Each diploid individual has some basal death rate d, birth rate b = d,204

and density dependence acts through the death rate: total death rate is dN2

K
while205

total birth rate is bN . Selection occurs at reproduction (fertility selection): repro-206

ducing individuals are picked at random with odds proportional to their selective207

values. For computational efficiency, we used an optimized Gillespie algorithm (see208

Supplementary Information; Section 1 for a full description of the simulation al-209

gorithm).210

The island is initially fixed for allele a and at carrying capacity (N = K). At the211

beginning of a simulation, it starts receiving AA migrants from the mainland, under212

the stochastic migration process described above (Fig. 1). The simulation ends when213

allele A gets fixed in the island. We conducted 10,000 replicates per parameter set214

to capture the stochasticity in migration times, population size fluctuations, and215

genetic drift. Effective migration rates were determined from the observed time it216

takes for the mainland allele to get fixed in the island, using a pre-computed abacus217

(S.I.; Section 1.3).218

Mathematical approximation219

To allow analytical progress, we make the standard assumption that population reg-220

ulation is fast, so that population size is effectively constant at N in the island. How-221

ever, we cannot employ the equally standard method of diffusion approximations.222

Indeed, the latter would require n to be smallish relative to N , de facto preventing223

the description of pulsed migration patterns (see Kimura, 1962; Yamaguchi & Iwasa,224

2013). We rather use an alternative approximation, assuming that migration events225
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are rare enough, so that genetic drift and selection result in allele fixation before the226

next migration event occurs.227

With these assumptions, at each migration event, n homozygous AA migrants228

arrive into the island population containing either N aa individuals (if fixation229

did not occur yet) or N AA individuals (if it did). Following every migration230

event, population regulation quickly takes population size back to N . Until fixation231

of the mainland allele, each migration event brings the latter in initial frequency232

f = 2n
2n+2N

= n
N+n

, and the outcome of the particular migration event is either233

fixation (success), or disappearance (failure) (see also Yamaguchi & Iwasa, 2013).234

The probability of success can be well approximated by the fixation probability of235

an allele in initial frequency f in a closed population of size Ne, u (f,Ne, s, h). Ex-236

pressions of u are are well-known (Kimura, 1962; Whitlock, 2003). For simplicity,237

we will typically consider Ne is equal to N in computations, even though Ne could238

often be smaller than population size, including in our simulations (owing to demo-239

graphic fluctuations). To simplify notations, we’ll write interchangeably u (f) or240

u (f,Ne, s, h).241

From this, we can derive the probability that the mainland allele has not yet242

swamped the island after a given time, and the mean time before it does, from an243

exponential distribution with rate −u (f)m/n (S.I.; section 2.2).244

Parameter values245

The island population should be sufficiently isolated, otherwise it will immediately246

be swamped by the mainland and geneflow is a trivial issue. A famous rule-of-thumb247

is the so-called “one migrant per generation rule” (Mills & Allendorf, 1996, see also248

Blanquart et al., 2013), stating that migration is strong if more than one migrant249

enters the population every generation. Without loss of generality, we’ll set the basal250

death rate as d = N in our simulations, so that the generation time (defined as the251

average time for N deaths to occur, see Moran, 1962) is T ≈ 1. Since the mean252

number of migrants per generation is mT , this means that, roughly speaking, m253

should not exceed 1. In turn, our mathematical approximation requires the average254

time between migration events (n/m) to be much larger than the average time to255

fixation after one event. Using classical theory (Kimura & Ohta, 1969; Whitlock,256

2003; Otto & Whitlock, 2013), we can show that this always holds if m ≪ 1
4N

.257

This is a sufficient condition: the approximation should hold well even for larger258

migration rates (S.I.; section 2.1).259

We will consider four scenarios regarding the intensity of migration in simula-260

tions: (i) very low migration (m = 0.001); (ii) low migration (m = 0.1); (iii) medium261

migration (m = 1), and (iv) strong migration (m = 10). The first scenario will be262

used to check that simulations do converge to our mathematical approximation. The263

three other scenarios span the one migrant per generation rule by one order of mag-264

nitude in both directions. The last scenario (strong migration) is the one illustrated265

in fig. 1.266

The level of migration pulsedness n will be systematically varied between 1 and267

N , the latter being an extreme case such that migration pulses temporarily double268

the local population size and take migrants at 50% frequency. Selection parameters269

will also be systematically varied in plausible ranges: s between −0.1 and 0.1 (Martin270
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& Lenormand, 2015; Thurman & Barrett, 2016), and h between 0 and 1. The271

population size N will be varied between 50 and 200 (Palstra & Ruzzante, 2008;272

Peniston et al., 2019). With such parameters, the average proportion of immigrant273

individuals per generation (m/(N +m)) varies between 0.0005 and 0.2.274

Results275

Mathematical predictions276

General criterion for the impact of migration pulsedness277

Under our mathematical approximation, the rate of fixation of a mainland allele is278

the product of m/n and the probability of success u
�

n
N+n

�
of a particular migration279

event (see above), and the mean time to fixation is the inverse of this rate. By280

definition of the effective migration rate, we must have meu
�

1
N+1

�
= m

n
u
�

n
N+n

�
.281

It follows that in order to have a geneflow factor greater than one (me > m, i.e.282

migration pulsedness increases geneflow), we must have:283

u

�
n

N + n

�
> nu

�
1

N + 1

�
(1)

This condition yields a simple graphical criterion to determine whether migration284

pulsedness promotes or decreases geneflow, based on the shape of the u function285

corresponding to any particular selective regime. It also provides an operational286

way to derive quantitative mathematical predictions for specific types of genetic287

variation, as we’ll proceed to do now.288

Neutral variation289

At a locus where the mainland allele is neutral, we can apply criterion (1) using the290

fixation probability of a neutral allele, which is well known to be its initial frequency:291

u

�
n

N + n

�
=

n

N + n
(2)

In that case, it is straightforward to see that criterion (1) is never met, for any n.292

Note that in the above equation, N is the actual census population size, not Ne, even293

if they differ. We thus predict that migration pulsedness should invariably decrease294

the effective migration rate, i.e. decrease geneflow. The more pulsed migration is,295

the larger the effect is.296

Selected variation297

In the general case of selection with dominance, an expression for function u is:298

u(f) =

R f

0
G(x)dx

R 1

0
G(x)dx

(3)

with G(x) = exp [2Nes((2h− 1)x2 − 2hx)] (Kimura, 1962).299
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Note that in the expression of G(x), the effective population size Ne matters, if300

different from the census population size N .301

This expression allows much greater flexibility in the shape of the function. Func-302

tion u(f) is well known to be either strictly concave, strictly convex, or convex-303

concave with an inflexion point, depending on s and h. A particular case is the304

additive case (frequency-independent selection in haploids, or codominance in dip-305

loids, i.e. h = 1/2), for which a simpler explicit solution exists (Kimura, 1962;306

Maruyama, 1970; Whitlock, 2003).307

Mathematical predictions based on numerical analyses for all s and h values are308

presented in fig. 2. Even though eq. (3) is much less mathematically tractable, we309

can still make some analytical progress. Criterion (1) can be viewed as a compar-310

ison to linearity for function u[f(n)] (S.I.; section 2.3): if initially (for low levels of311

pulsedness, i.e. n close to 1), the function is concave, then the criterion will not be312

met. If on the contrary it is convex, then the criterion will be met. We can there-313

fore determine whether making migration pulsed increases or decreases geneflow by314

studying the curvature of u[f(n)] at n = 1. Since f is a concave function of n, we315

know that u[f(n)] will be more prone to being concave than u(f).316

Differentiating u[f(n)] twice at n = 1, using eq. (3) and f = n/(N + n), we317

find after some calculations (S.I.; section 2.3) that migration pulsedness increases318

the effective migration rate (promotes geneflow) if:319

s < s1 = − (N + 1)2

2NeN(hN + 1− h)
(4)

This threshold selection coefficient is always negative. In the special case of320

additivity (h = 1/2), if population size is large and no different from the effective321

population size, we obtain the approximation s1 ≈ −1/N . This becomes s1 ≈322

−1/2N for fully dominant alleles, whereas for fully recessive alleles, we get the quite323

extreme value s1 ≈ −1/2. These results are in close agreement with the numerics324

and with stochastic simulations under a very low migration scenario (fig. 2).325

We remark that the values of n at which an initially positive effect of pulsedness326

would revert to negative are usually unrealistically large (thick green curves in sub-327

panels of fig. 2; see also S.I.; section 2.6). Therefore, eq. (4) in practice means that328

for sufficiently deleterious alleles (s < s1), migration pulsedness increases the effect-329

ive migration rate, instead of reducing it as it does for neutral alleles. It reduces330

geneflow, as for neutral alleles, for slightly deleterious alleles (s1 < s < 0), and for331

all beneficial alleles (s > 0).332

The condition s < s1 is sufficient, but there still is the possibility that function333

u(n) is first convex, then switches to concave to such an extent that criterion (1) is334

met for some larger n value, even though it was not for small values. In such circum-335

stances, the consequences of migration pulsedness further depend on the value of n:336

it would generally decrease the effective migration rate, except for some intermedi-337

ate range of n values, for which it would on the contrary increase it. This situation338

requires function u(f) to have a pronounced sigmoidal shape, which is known to339

occur only for recessive deleterious alleles.340

Accordingly, as can be seen in fig. 2, for sufficiently recessive alleles, increasing s341

above s1 may not immediately turn the effects of migration pulsedness from positive342
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to negative, but rather there can be an intermediate range (s1, s2) of values for343

which migration pulsedness has mixed effects depending on its intensity. One can344

determine the level of dominance at which this bifurcation occurs (hc), by remarking345

it is the point (h, s1(h)) at which the second inflexion point of function u(n) collides346

with the first one (located at n = 1). In other words, it is the point at which function347

u(n) has a null third derivative at n = 1 while verifying the condition s = s1 (S.I.;348

section 2.4). After some calculations, we get the following condition:349

h < hc =
N − 1

3N − 1
(5)

Note that this depends on the census population only, not on the effective pop-350

ulation size. If population size is large, we get the approximation h ≈ 1/3, in close351

agreement with the numerics (fig. 2).352

We remark that the minimal level of pulsedness required to get an increased353

effective migration rate is typically quite large (40–100; thin green curves in the354

subpanels of fig. 2). Therefore, in practice, this situation is essentially similar to355

that of neutral alleles (migration pulsedness reduces the effective migration rate).356

To summarize, migration pulsedness should increase the effective migration rate357

for sufficiently maladapted and not-too-recessive alleles (s < s1), whereas it should358

reduce the effective migration rate for slightly maladapted alleles, neutral alleles and359

beneficial alleles.360

Confronting predictions with stochastic simulations361

The above mathematical predictions were well verified in stochastic simulations in362

which the overall rate of migration m was allowed to take larger values (fig. 3). To363

facilitate comparisons across parameter sets, we follow the usual practice of plotting364

results in terms of Nes rather than s, to reflect the effective strength of selection365

relative to drift (Wright, 1931; Lande, 1994).366

Qualitatively, mathematical predictions hold almost perfectly in the low and367

medium migration scenarios. In other words, migration pulsedness could either368

increase or decrease the effective migration rate, depending on the type of selective369

regime, in the direction predicted. In the strong migration scenario, predictions370

also held except that the space of selective regimes for which migration pulsedness371

increases the effective migration rate was shifted to lower s values (i.e. s1 gets more372

negative).373

Results did not depend importantly on population size, provided one scales n374

with N . This is again consistent with mathematical predictions: the left-hand side375

of eq. 1 is unchanged if Nes and n/N (and thus f) are both kept constant (see376

eq. 3). The right-hand side changes very little: its relative variation with N is of377

order less than 1/N 2 (see S.I.; section 2.7). Therefore, mathematical predictions are378

almost invariant for given values of Nes and n/N .379

In quantitative terms, the impact of migration pulsedness on the effective mi-380

gration rate (the geneflow factor) was very close to the one predicted by our math-381

ematical approximation in all cases, except for deleterious alleles under the strong382

migration scenario (fig. 3). In the latter case, the observed increase in geneflow could383

be much smaller than the one predicted. In the most extreme example, a predicted384
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Fig. 2 Mathematical predictions. For all selection coefficient s and dominance h
combinations, the plane is partitioned according to the impact of migration pulsed-
ness on effective migration rate (geneflow). Predictions were computed numerically
(from eq. (1) and (3)). Triangles show the observed result in stochastic simula-
tions under the very low migration scenario (m = 0.001), to check consistency with
mathematical analysis. The dashed curve is the mathematical expression for s1 (eq.
(4))). Subpanels are cross-sections of the main panel at four levels of dominance
(h = 0.8, 0.3, 0.1 and 0), showing n values that increase (white) or decrease (gray)
the effective migration rate. Note the square-root y-scale. The blue curves show the
n values that maximize (solid) or minimize (dotted) geneflow. Other parameters:
N = Ne = 100.

six-fold increase in effective migration rate turned out to be slightly more than a385

two-fold increase with m = 10 (fig. 3). Overall, large migration rates (i.e. beyond386

the one-migrant-per-generation rule) shift predictions towards a decrease in effective387

migration rate: more negative s values are required to obtain the same impact as388

for low migration rates. They otherwise have little qualitative impact. Remark that389

these quantitative differences are most important for large pulsedness levels (n);390

results for low n values, and thus the value of s1, are in much closer agreement with391

mathematical predictions (fig. 3). Similar conclusions hold for other values of the392

dominance level h (see S.I.; fig. S1).393
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Fig. 3 Results of stochastic simulations. Left: Effect of migration pulsedness
on effective migration rate, for n between 1 and N , and for a range of Ns values.
The solid black lines represent the mathematical prediction, obtained numerically
from eq. (1) and (3). Results are provided for the tree scenarios of migration
intensity (columns), and for three population sizes (rows). Right : Geneflow factor
(me/m) as a function of n, for different selection coefficients s and for the three
migration scenarios. The s values used are also positioned in the left panels as
vertical lines. Symbols are the values obtained in stochastic simulations, and solid
lines are mathematical predictions, obtained as before. Other parameters: h = 0.5.

Genome-wide consequences: mean fitness and the pulsedness load394

The above results have established that migration pulsedness should affect different395

loci in different ways, depending on their selective regime. Overall, it will promote396

geneflow (promote fixation) of deleterious or maladapted alleles, especially if not too-397

recessive, whereas it will reduce geneflow (slowdown fixation) of slightly deleterious,398

neutral and beneficial alleles, especially recessive ones.399

As pulsedness promotes the fixation of maladapted alleles and opposes the fixa-400

tion of beneficial alleles, its overall effect is to homogenize geneflow (fixation rates)401

across loci with different selective regimes in a genome. Such a homogeneizing effect402

could at first be regarded as similar to a decrease in effective population size: demo-403

graphic fluctuations or other sources of variability that decrease Ne would reduce404

the strength of selection and also homogenize fixation rates across different loci.405

However, simply decreasing population size, in a model with continuous migra-406

tion, cannot reproduce the patterns observed with migration pulsedness (fig. 4).407

Even if adjusting potentially unknown parameters (m or the time since onset of408

migration), in order to match exactly the fixation rate of neutral alleles, a reduction409
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in Ne can either fit the fixation patterns observed for maladapted alleles, or those of410

beneficial alleles, but never fits both (fig. 4). In other words, the change in Ne that411

is required to mimic the consequences of migration pulsedness is not identical across412

loci differing in their selection regimes. Therefore, the consequences of migration413

pulsedness cannot be interpreted as some reduction in effective population size.414

Fig. 4 Probability of fixation of different alleles varying in their selection coeffi-
cient, under pulsed migration (n = 30; red curve), and under continuous migration
with different effective population sizes (gray dashed curves). (a) N = 100 and (b)
N = 200. The time since the onset of migration (t) was set at an intermediate
value so that about 50% of neutral alleles have gone to fixation in the pulsed case:
t = 150. To minimize the difference between pulsed and continuous curves, the
time was adjusted for the continuous cases, so as to match the neutral fixation rate:
(a) t = 120 and (b) t = 140. If using the actual times, the discrepancies between
the two migration scenarios are even more pronounced. The curves are from the
mathematical model with parameters m = 1 and h = 1/2. Note the logistic scale
for the y-axis.

One can extrapolate the fitness consequences of migration pulsedness over the415
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entire genome, assuming a large number of independent loci, each with its particular416

selection regime. The distribution of h and s values over loci would vary greatly417

across organisms and contexts, but for illustration we can assume some plausible418

distribution of fitness effects (DFE) with h = 1/2, such as the one proposed in419

(Martin & Lenormand, 2015, S.I.; section 3.1). This DFE, illustrated in fig. 5a,420

features an excess of deleterious (maladapted) alleles, representative of situations421

where migration from the mainland mostly decreases fitness on the island. At any422

time, the mean fitness w̄ in the island population is the product of the fitness423

contributions of all loci, depending on their fixation status (see S.I.; section 3.2).424

Following the onset of immigration, the island population mean fitness evolves425

through time, asymptotically settling at its equilibrium value, when all mainland426

alleles have fixed, and thus controlled by the DFE. Under recurring migration, re-427

gardless the level of pulsedness, beneficial (adapted) alleles tend to go to fixation428

first, followed by neutral alleles, and ultimately deleterious (maladapted) alleles.429

These dynamics of allele fixation are shown in fig. 5b, with the FDE of fixating430

alleles, at two different times, is shown as inserts. Introducing migration pulsedness431

slows down the fixation of beneficial and neutral variation, which decreases mean432

fitness in the island population, compared to what it should be under continuous433

migration. Conversely, it hastens the fixation of deleterious (maladapted) alleles434

with s < s1, which is also detrimental to mean fitness (see fig. 5a). As a result, mi-435

gration pulsedness causes mean fitness to be lower than under continuous migration436

(fig. 5c), and we call this fitness deficit (i.e. additional genetic load) the "pulsedness437

load". If most fitness variation is driven by adaptation to local habitat conditions,438

the pulsedness load translates into lower local adaptation. It must be stressed that439

if one simply extrapolated the fact that migration pulsedness decreases the effective440

migration rate, as is observed for neutral alleles, to the entire genome, one would441

reach the opposite prediction: migration pulsedness would increase mean fitness at442

any time.443

As shown in fig. 5d, the pulsedness load can readily cause a 10% increase in the444

genetic load, compared to what is under continuous migration. Interestingly, slightly445

deleterious alleles with selective values in the range (s1, 0) have reduced fixation rates446

under pulsed migration, which has the opposite effect of boosting mean fitness: this447

contributes negatively to the pulsedness load. As a consequence, the pulsedness load448

might transiently decline (and possibly become negative), at the time when most449

alleles getting to fixation fall into this category (fig. 5d). Generically, the dynamics450

of the pulsedness load thus follows three consecutive phases over time, driven by451

the fixation of different categories of alleles (fig. 5a). The relative importance and452

timing of the three phases of course depends on the exact DFE.453

Discussion454

Temporal variability in migration is probably pervasive in nature. Plants, fungi,455

birds, mollusks and other marine invertebrates are most represented in the literat-456

ure about variable dispersal, with many other taxa presumably concerned, includ-457

ing hominoids (Folinsbee & Brooks, 2007). A common form of migration temporal458

variability is migration pulsedness, i.e. the positively correlated migration of indi-459
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Fig. 5 The pulsedness load. (a) An illustrative distribution of fitness effects
(DFE) for mainland alleles across loci. Most alleles are slightly deleterious or neut-
ral, some are beneficial (Martin & Lenormand, 2015). Three important classes of
alleles are distinguished: s < s1, s1 < s < 0 and s > 0. (b) The instantaneous rate
of fixation (fixation flux) of mainland alleles as a function of the time since onset
of migration, for continuous migration and two levels of migration pulsedness. The
two inserts show the DFE of alleles that are currently going to fixation, at times
50 and 500, for continuous migration and pulsed (n = 20 and n = 30) migration.
(c) Genetic load (1− mean fitness) as a function of time since onset of migration,
for continuous and pulsed migration. The excess of genetic load caused by migra-
tion pulsedness (the pulsed load) is highlighted as the shaded area. (d) Value of the
pulsedness load (relative to the genetic load with continuous migration) as a function
of time since onset of migration, for three different levels of migration pulsedness.
Results are from the mathematical model with parameters h = 1/2, m = 1 and
N = 100.

viduals, producing pulses of migration interspersed among periods of low or absent460

migration. However, classical evolutionary theory largely rests on the assumption of461

constant migration rates (e.g. Johnson et al., 2000; Yeaman & Otto, 2011; Mailund462

et al., 2012; Rousset, 2013; Peniston et al., 2019). Considering the growing evidence463

for non-constant migration processes, it is important to gain a general theoretical464

understanding of their evolutionary consequences.465

We here proposed a novel approach and derived mathematical predictions re-466

garding how the level of migration pulsedness should impact geneflow (the effective467

migration rate) at loci subject to an arbitrary selection regime. This is an import-468
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ant difference from earlier existing studies, that usually focused on neutral variation469

alone, or on some specific forms of selection. Though we here addressed pulsed470

migration patterns (Yamaguchi & Iwasa, 2013; Peniston et al., 2019), we can reas-471

onably expect our predictions to apply more broadly to other forms of variable mi-472

gration patterns, intended as a temporal overdispersion in the number of migrants473

per generation. The latter is quantified by parameter n in our model.474

Our main finding is that the effect of migration pulsedness on geneflow depends475

not only quantitatively, but also qualitatively, on the selective regime considered.476

We find that migration pulsedness should decrease the effective migration rate (re-477

duce geneflow) for alleles that are neutral or beneficial. However, for sufficiently478

deleterious (maladapted) alleles, the effect can be opposite. We found that there479

exists some threshold selection coefficient s1, of which we derived a mathematical480

expression, below which migration pulsedness on the contrary increases the effective481

migration rate (increases geneflow). The value of s1 increases with the dominance482

level h, so that an increase in geneflow with pulsedness is more likely for dominant483

alleles, and much less likely for recessive alleles.484

The effect of migration pulsedness is therefore not homogeneous across different485

loci over the genome that experience different selection regimes. Migration pulsed-486

ness increases geneflow, and thus increases the speed and probability of fixation, for487

deleterious (maladapted) alleles, but it does the opposite for beneficial alleles. This488

homogeneizes fixation rates over the genome. Such a homogeneization of fixation489

rates across loci experiencing contrasted selection regimes could also be brought490

about by a reduced effective population size, i.e. a greater importance of drift rel-491

ative to selection. However, we showed that a simple change in effective population492

size, retaining a continuous mode of migration, cannot adequately reproduce the493

fixation patterns created by pulsed migration. The action of migration pulsedness494

therefore leaves a signature that, at least in principle, could be distinguished from495

other forms of variability that reduce effective population size (random population496

fluctuations, random inter-individual fecundity variations, biased sex-ratios). The497

signature is more subtle. It is more comparable to that of deterministic processes498

such as directional changes of population size through time (Otto & Whitlock, 1997).499

In particular, an increased fixation of deleterious alleles and concomitant decreased500

fixation of beneficial alleles is analogous of what is predicted for shrinking popula-501

tions (Otto & Whitlock, 1997). Our results also suggest that migration pulsedness502

would generate a relative excess of dominant deleterious alleles, and a relative defi-503

cit of recessive deleterious alleles (see fig. 2), which adds an extra dimension to its504

genomic signature.505

Another consequence of migration pulsedness is that, by promoting the fixation506

of deleterious (maladapted) alleles, while slowing down the fixation of beneficial507

(adaptive) alleles, it overall reduces mean fitness and the level of local adaptation.508

We showed that migration pulsedness creates an additional genetic load, on top of509

the migration load expected under a continuous migration of similar intensity. This510

so-called "pulsedness load" can be non-negligible, and may easily represent a 10%511

increase in the genetic load, or even more, for plausible distributions of fitness effects512

and pulsedness values.513

Our results generalize some existing results and are compatible with them. Most514
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importantly, our predictions for neutral alleles are consistent with the few earlier515

population genetics studies, even though they used entirely different modelling ap-516

proaches (Nagylaki, 1979; Latter & Sved, 1981; Whitlock, 1992; Rousset, 2013). We517

predict, as they did, that temporal variation in migration rates always decreases the518

effective migration rate for neutral alleles.519

Even fewer studies have so far considered non-neutral variation. Peniston et al.520

(2019) investigated the consequences of pulses of migration in a mainland island521

model, like us, but they specifically considered source-sink situations: the island522

population was initially not viable on its own, and had to adapt in the face of523

maladaptive geneflow. This is quite a different scenario, as we here assumed that524

the island population was viable, not a sink. Our results thus complement the latter525

study, and we find, as they did, that migration pulsedness can importantly affect526

the dynamics of local adaptation. Even though direct comparisons are difficult,527

we remark that among all the scenarios they considered, for the one closest to528

ours, Peniston et al. (2019) report that more pulsedness migration hampers local529

adaptation, which is consistent with our predictions.530

Yamaguchi & Iwasa (2013) and subsequent papers considered parapatric speci-531

ation through the accumulation of neutral mutations between two isolated popula-532

tions, until prezygotic isolation develops. They used a formalism similar to ours,533

but were not specifically interested in migration variability. They did not vary the534

latter, and for simplicity they kept the number of migrants per migration event535

(n) at very low values. Their results thus cannot be compared to ours. However,536

we can use our results to predict the consequences for the build-up of reproductive537

isolation between isolated populations. Indeed, if we extend the range of selection538

regimes we’ve considered to incompatible mutations causing reproductive isolation539

(Dobzhanski-Muller – DM – mutations; Gavrilets (2004)), we can see those as the540

limit where s → 0−, and h → ∞ (strong overdominance). For instance, s = −0.001541

and h = 10000 describes a mutation that cause a −0.1 fitness disadvantage, only542

in heterozygotes. Extrapolating fig. (2) to those values, we would conclude that543

migration pulsedness should slightly decrease geneflow for them. This may seem544

paradoxical, as such mutations obviously benefit from arriving in higher frequency.545

However, their probability to go to fixation by chance is almost zero, unless their546

frequency reaches or exceeds 50%, a value that would require unrealistic large values547

of n. We can tentatively posit that migration pulsedness should not much affect the548

accumulation of DM incompatibilities, even though establishing this would require549

a dedicated study.550

Most of our predictions can be understood in terms of the trade-off between fewer551

migration events (rate m/n), which reduces geneflow, and higher initial frequency552

after an event (n/(N+n)), which promotes geneflow. Increasing the pulsedness level553

n decreases the number of migration events in inverse proportion, but the initial554

frequency at each event increases less than linearly (n/(N +n)). In general, and for555

neutral alleles in particular, the net effect of increasing n is therefore detrimental556

to geneflow. Intuitively, this is because concentrating the arrival of alleles in time557

causes those mainland alleles to compete more among themselves, which does not558

help their fixation over local alleles. It is only when the fact of arriving in larger559

initial frequency is very beneficial to fixation that this effect can overcome that of560
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a decreased number of migration events. This is the case for sufficiently deleterious561

alleles, whose chance of establishing is smallish from a low initial frequency, but562

much better if in higher frequency, owing to genetic drift. We have shown that563

sufficiently deleterious here means s < s1. The beneficial effect of a larger initial564

frequency is of course strengthened by positive frequency-dependent selection: this565

is why the value of s1 increases with the level of dominance h in a diploid context,566

as it generates positive frequency-dependence at the allele level. An increase in567

geneflow with migration pulsedness would similarly be promoted by other sources of568

positive frequency-dependence, such as aposematic color signalling (Endler, 1988):569

migration pulsedness could probably promote the successful migration of foreign570

aposematic morphs.571

Our mathematical predictions held very well in stochastic simulations for differ-572

ent population sizes, and when the overall migration rate (m) was large. However, in573

the latter case the possibility for migration pulsedness to increase geneflow is shifted574

towards more deleterious alleles, i.e. requires more stringent conditions than at lower575

migration rates. This can be understood intuitively in terms of mass-effects: with576

large migration rates, the influx of mainland alleles is strong enough to increase their577

frequency in the island on its own, regardless of the local selection-drift dynamics. In578

other words, deleterious alleles "pile-up" over successive migration events, and this579

can be an important driver of their eventual fixation. The latter effect is virtually580

unaffected by migration pulsedness; it solely depends on the average rate m. As a581

consequence, the positive impact of migration pulsedness that we have identified,582

and explained just before, is in some sense diluted and gets relatively weaker. This583

is not the case for beneficial alleles, which get fixed after a small number of migra-584

tion events, so that the "piling-up" effect does not significantly contribute to their585

fixation. Further mathematical investigations allowing for large migration would be586

needed to validate this interpretation.587

The finding that migration pulsedness all else equal favors the fixation of de-588

leterious alleles and reduces local adaptation has direct implications for biological589

conservation, population management and island biology. For instance, popula-590

tion reinforcement programs usually takes the form of periodic releases of groups591

of individuals, whose frequency and intensity must both be optimized. Our res-592

ults suggest that rare introductions of relatively large numbers of individuals, i.e.593

pulsed introduction patterns, would be more detrimental to population fitness and594

local adaptation, relative to more continuous fluxes of individuals, possibly com-595

promising population viability and persistence. Extending our reasoning to island596

communities (Cowie & Holland, 2006), this also suggests that sporadic but poten-597

tially intense bouts of immigration, as brought about by rafting and human-driven598

invasions, could favour the establishment of relatively maladapted mainland species599

within communities competing for similar resources.600

Of course, these impacts would combine with other effects, in particular demo-601

graphical effects. It has been shown for instance that in small populations subject602

to Allee effects, pulsed migration patterns can be favourable to population estab-603

lishment and persistence (Rajakaruna et al., 2013; Bajeux et al., 2019). Similarly,604

Peniston et al. (2019) found that migration pulsedness could sometimes favour local605

adaptation and persistence in populations that are demographic sinks (see also Gag-606
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giotti & Smouse, 1996). These examples underline how complex the consequences607

of dispersal can be when demo-genetics effects are taken into account (Garant et al.,608

2007). It would be interesting to extend our model considering a broader range609

of demographic scenarios, and see how predictions are affected. For instance, the610

decrease in mean fitness through time as mainland alleles fix in the island popula-611

tion could have a negative impact on the local population. A decrease in N could612

have various impacts on the probabilities of fixation. At the simplest level, it would613

increase the n/N ratio, which would make the effects of pulsedness more and more614

pronounced. It would also increase the importance of drift, i.e. decrease Nes, which615

would shift the value of s1. How exactly this would impact the overall dynamics of616

the pulsedness load remains to be determined. At a more genetic level, we assumed617

for simplicity that alleles at different loci were unlinked and behaved independently.618

This would not always be the case, and it would be interesting to study the role619

of migration pulsedness for pairs of linked mutations that are in strong linkage dis-620

equilibrium among migrant individuals.621

We conclude, along the lines of Peniston et al. (2019), by advocating for tests of622

predictions on migration pulsedness in empirical systems with well-designed experi-623

mental set-ups. We add that available data on migration flows, e.g. from monitoring624

of oceanic rafting, individual tracking of dispersal routes, or marine and aerial cur-625

rent models (Ser-Giacomi et al., 2015; Lagomarsino Oneto et al., 2020), combined626

with genomics data, may also provide opportunities for testing such predictions627

in the wild. Understanding the consequences of ecological variability is increas-628

ingly important in the present context of climate and habitat changes, and the629

spatio-temporal variability in migration patterns probably deserves to receive more630

attention.631
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